...with Love
Beautifully packaged with love in colourful wrapping, we will also enclose your own
personal gift message. Wow your Friends & loved ones with one of our stunning gift
boxes, delivery is included. We have Great Taste!

Highland Reel

FIRE & SMOKE

A substantial gift that includes a trio of our smoky superstars.
1x 200g pack of smoked salmon, hand sliced and interleaved
1x Hot smoked salmon portion (200g)
1x Smoked salmon pate, a chunky textured pate made with both hot and cold smoked (125g tub, 10 day shelf life, do
not freeze!)

£35 inc delivery, UK mainland

Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels
Divine dining for the foodies in your life that love life…… Love food.
1 x Hot smoked salmon side 1kg
1 x Smoked salmon sliced 500g
1x Dill & mustard sauce, the real deal from Scandi Kitchen, perfect with our smoked salmon (200g).
1x Smoked salmon pate, a chunky textured pate made with both hot and cold smoked (125g tub, 10 day shelf life, do
not freeze!)

£95 inc delivery, UK mainland

www.smokedbyewe.com
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Crowd Pleasers
Yuletide festivities in our house are all about spending time with Family, Friends and
sharing Food, the essential magical ingredient is always smoked salmon. Layered
liberally between wild windswept beach walks, roaring log fires & always a happy border
Terrier thrown into the mix. Here is our secret ingredient, isle of ewe smoked salmon for
that sublime slice of Highland Christmas X

Smoked Salmon
Our Scottish sustainable salmon are cured using an aromatic mix of rum, brown sugar
and sea salt, then slowly smoked in our stone kilns over oak whisky barrel staves. Hand
sliced and packed by us, with interleaves between each slice for easy serving for you.
Our smoked salmon has 21 day use by date, unopened and refrigerated.

Hand Sliced Packs

150g perfect for 2 or even better for 1		
200g serves two as a main and 4 as a starter		
500g serves 4 as a main or 8 as a starter, Approx 20 slices		

£8.20/pack
£10.60/pack
£28.00/pack

Smoked Salmony Bits

Big in smoky flavour, trimmings are perfect for terrines, breakfast muffins or tarts		
			
£5.85/200g

Unsliced Sides

Whole sides of smoked salmon unsliced: Buying a whole side and slicing it yourself is
one of the best ways to enjoy our smoked salmon.		
£50.40/1.2kg

Hand Sliced Sides

Whole sides of smoked salmon, hand sliced, ideal for celebrations and great for sharing
with family and friends.			
£48.50/1kg

Hot-Smoked Salmon - Delicious served hot or cold
Our award winning hot smoked salmon, cured and smoked using the same unique
recipe as our cold smoked salmon. This is then smoked again introducing heat with
the smoke, which gently cooks the salmon during the final stages of smoking to give a
succulent and flaky smoked salmon with a real wow factor! Delicious served hot or cold.
			

Hot Smoked Salmon Portions

Delicious ready to serve, portions will serve two easily; a little goes a long way.
Simply flake over fresh salad leaves, stir through freshly cooked pasta or use as a
stunning canapé topping with crowdie or cream cheese on blinis or oatcakes. See our
recipe page online for delicious ideas.
Approx 200g, individually packed.		
£9.70/200g

Hot Smoked Salmon Sides

Perfect for dinner parties or when catering for larger groups, makes a stunning and
delicious addition to any occasion. Sides approx 1kg. 		
£48.50

